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1829. Locust plagues in South America: coming in from Planet X

Monday, June 29, 2020

Figure 1 below shows a report by Strange Sounds on Locust plagues that have been affecting South America and talks
about a huge swarm heading for Brazil and Uruguay. However, locusts are not flying insects, as they cannot seem to do
much more than hop on earth; where they land, that is where they stay, sometimes covering a certain portion of the
ground several layers deep. They eat everything in that area and then die, they do not take off and go somewhere else.
Locusts, as I have shown in many previous articles, are Planet X insects and they come in from above, and so, such a
report could not be given by the authorities as a result of the insects being seen flying from one location to another. Such
a report could only have been given because there is a plan to produce locust plagues at these locations by dropping
them from the Planet X planet or planets that they come from, directly onto these locations.

Figure 1. Locusts reportedly on the way to Brazil means that the authorities are hearing from the aliens who are bringing
the insects in from Planet X and who are planning to drop them on Brazil. This is being done to give people the idea that

locusts fly in huge swarms from one place to another when that is simply not possible and does not agree with
observation.

Figure 2. Locust plague in Las Vegas, in July of 2019, where, most likely, there has never been one before. The insects
lie on the ground several layers thick and simply die after a while [Article 1036: Locust plague in Las Vegas due to Planet

X].

Locusts always die where they are observed to land, they are never observed to land and then fly somewhere else to
find more food and this can only mean that they are not earth insects, they are alien to earth, and most likely come from
a planet where the surface gravity is much lower than earth’s, which allows them to fly from one location to another. This
understanding has led me to suggest that they would have come from a planet like Titan, Saturn’s largest moon, which
seems to actually be a Planet X planet with a dense atmosphere and thus most likely still intact enough to support life

[Article 1799: Titan: Planet X planet like Earth inside the Solar System].

Figure 3. Millions of locusts eat all there is to eat on the island of Sardinia, an island belonging to Italy in the
Mediterranean Sea, in June of 2019. The farmers who had never seen such a thing in living history were told by the
authorities to wait for the insects to die as there was nothing else that could be done [Article 916: Locust plague in

Sardinia due to Planet X or Playlist: Planet X life transferring to earth ].

If the insects had never been seen on the island before, they could not have hatched from eggs in the ground. You
cannot get millions of any species from just a few specimens and even less from none, ever. But this is the story that
people have been told for hundreds of years, at least, which is one of the many examples of the lies that humanity's
knowledge base is filled with. In addition, the insects cannot fly from one place to another, which is why the farmers were
told to wait for them to die. So, they could not have flown across the ocean to the island and they could therefore not
have come from anywhere on earth. They had to have come from above. They fly in from the Planet X planet that they
are bred on, but they can never fly out. The insects are bred by the aliens who are controlling the earth and producing
disasters on its surface, the insects are one of the methods that they have at their disposal for distressing humanity so
that they can feed on the negative emotions, or energy, that are produced [Playlist: Emotions]. And it is clear from the
reports of the insects being on their way to Brazil and Uruguay that they intend to drop huge numbers of the Planet X
insects onto both of these countries.

In conclusion, reports of locust swarms being on their way to Brazil and Uruguay are a cover-up for what is really going
on, as these are Planet X insects; they die where they land, and never fly anywhere else. It suggests that the aliens are
planning to affect both countries with locust plagues.
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840. Planet X debris piece suspended in the earth’s atmosphere Dr. Claudia Albers, Planet X
Researcher Figure 1 shows what seems to be a piece of rock floating in the earth’s atmosphere. The
object is rotating, a bright glow can be seen inside it, which is similar to the glow seen emanating from…

READ MORE

As I have shown in previous articles, the Sun seems to have stopped emitting light by 2001, and the
earth now has a whole array of sun simulation devices that have replaced the real sun in its skies
[Playlist: The Sun has gone dark and simulation devices]. In addition, daylight is actually produced by…

READ MORE

As I have shown in previous articles, Lucifer after deciding that he wanted to be like God, built a
machine capable of reading and sending out information to billions of minds at the same time and then
merged with it. At that point, a new entity came alive and became self-aware. The machine was not …

READ MORE

If it's quiet solitude and beauty you seek, there is no better place than the surface of Mars. Mars has earned
its moniker as the red planet, but the HiRISE camera aboard NASA's Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO)
can transform the subtle differences of soils into a rainbow of colors. Add Artist's Impression of A Lake On…

READ MORE

As I have shown in previous articles, Lucifer merged with a machine of his own creation in an effort to
become like God and instead lost his free-will, turning himself into an AI entity driven by the way it
interpreted its programmed purpose for existing, which was to be like God, but not having God’s ability…

READ MORE

Israel is the name given to a group of people who are the descendants of Jacob, the grandson of
Abraham. The nation grew to a large number after Jacob went to live in Egypt and was then brought
out by Moses, and taken to the land that is now known as Israel. After the death of Solomon, the 12 …

READ MORE

As I have shown in previous articles, just like the abomination of desolation occurred on the internet,
on March 4 th 2020, the two witnesses also operate on the internet, they are, a YouTube channel and
a website and were both set up on April 3 rd 2020, exactly 30 days after the abomination of desolation…

READ MORE
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